




   Crete Luxury Art Design - “The Essence of Origin”
   A dot, a dash, a scratch on a blank sheet.

    Crete challenges Design by developing and producing pieces that represents where it all begins and where it is born, 
in which we express our art and passion. Everything we create, everything we design is a reflection of our values. It started with a huge passion, a passion for life, 
an intense passion for art and for the representation of an element as a form of expression.
 The brand was created in 2015 by CEO and founder Narciso Caetano, with several years of experience in design of new parts and producing luxury 
furniture, and at one point realized that the time had come to realize his dream of creating something new, something differentiating and something unexpected that 
touched people's souls through the expression of new inspiring lines and shapes.
 His total commitment, both spirit and soul, with all their courage and dedication resulted in the creation of a unique brand.
Focused on uniqueness, distinction and exclusivity, with an enormous knowledge and experience, arts and techniques combined with a huge desire to reach their 
limits and overcome them each day and each challenge.
 The Crete brand is defined by great moral and cultural values and inspired by the history of mankind.
If we could describe Crete in a few words, it would be authenticity, boldness, courage and perseverance. 
 Since its creation, Crete has stood out for its innovative design trends in the world of luxury furniture, with an unmistakable character and personality.
Perfect edges, elegant lines and hand-crafted surfaces in detail exhibit unrivaled design. This purist style of ours is refined by the great passion and detail we 
dedicate every moment to everything we do.
 We create each piece as a unique piece of art, capable of combining the culture and soul of the brand with innovation and the constant search for new 
looks that transcend the usual and normal.
 We want to touch the soul of our customers, we want to arouse sensations and emotions, we want to convey excellence and pass a genuine state of 
mind bringing the best we do, unique design, setting trends in natural ways.
 Be assured of excellence in every detail of each component. Our quality is only achieved by combining the knowledge of artisans with bold and talented 
creativity.
 The most prestigious materials such as brass, marbles, crystals, velvet and leathers are carefully handled. The artisan techniques like: lacquering, 
application of leaf and metal work, reflect all the attention and excellence we put into every detail.
 The result is a fusion of the refined art of custom and detailed manufacturing with design.
 The Crete team's vision is to be a reference in the world of Design, doing something magical, notorious and unique through the beauty and exclusivity 
of our pieces.

 A carefully chosen selection of luxury products, each with its own unique identity. Each item embodies the essence of each concept. The pieces are 
meticulously designed and created by our designers, with the constant ambition for excellence, exclusivity and inspiration.
 At the heart of it all is the freedom of the creative process, the ability to generate through ingenious combinations, timeless ideas born of endless 
research, which, thanks to variety and customization, anticipate trends and meet the expectations and demanding demands of the market and unique design world.
The way we feel is significant, and in collections it is explored by blending and mixture the world of design excellence, pushing boundaries and challenging 
ourselves day after day, challenge after challenge, exploring and embracing the unknown as a way of making art.
All production of our brand reflects this philosophy and ensures strict and precise control of the various steps.
 Raw materials and components are carefully selected because the constant pursuit of quality and customer satisfaction is the foundation of Crete's 
philosophy. We pursue in each piece to achieve the uniqueness and balance of the harmony of exclusivity, shapes and concepts, capable of creating the best 
solutions for exclusive ambiances, but at same time cozy environments that express elegance, luxury and convey the feeling of authenticity in each piece and in 
each detail. 
 The brand name, Crete, comes from the name of one of the islands of Greece. Not only because it is closely linked to art and architecture, but also 
because it was one of the origins of civilization being a source and reference of something magnificent inspiring and remarkable.

Crete Collections
1. Intercontinental
 The collection where the first concepts of the brand were born and where we are inspired by a selection of some specific and historic places, from the 
historical, artistic and cultural point of view, where through each chosen place we recreate art, we create something with a strong inspiration in elements that define 
each place.

 This collection was born from the free and imaginative interpretation of cities such as:
  PORTO: from the metal structure of the bridges to the tile in the churches;
  ROME: Inspired by the columns and our interpretation of moving art, as if the slits were in liquid state melting;
  ST PETERSBURG: where the domes mark the image;
  LOS ANGELS: most usual and modern forms;
  SYDNEY: with inspiration on organic shapes of Opera House with a surface like a sheet in the air;
  BARCELONA: with Salvador Dali's unique and twisting forms expressing color and life;
  PARIS: a city of supreme refinement, represented in the details
  ABU DHABI: as a source of inspiration in twisting forms that defy the so-called normal concepts;
  BERLIN: as a mixture of classic art with modern art;

 Each piece that was developed based on one of these places was designed with freedom of thought and stroke to bring to our admirers a piece of 
these places wrapped in feelings and sensations transformed into works of art in the form of furniture.

 2. Elements
 The collection that most explores new forms, the craziest of inspirations, the one that most inspiring and challenging the common.
Through various concepts such as water, soul, stars, moon and constellations, the pieces communicate with us as if they expressed a feeling, a reason for existing 
and as if they wanted to tell something.

 3. Minimal
 Created with the intention of recreating contemporary, avant-garde and modern pieces, but always with the brand DNA.
With this collection we want to represent the avant-garde, through subtle, contemporary and elegant lines, which express in small details the delicacy of modernist 
forms and concepts.

 4. Melted
 This collection is intended to represent something that is no longer shaped and where it is possible to recreate and create a form, as if everything were 
reborn, flourished and eternal.
The Melted collection represents the purest recreation of the deconstruction of forms to create new striking and inspiring expressive forms. Created and inspired 
through the natural power of magma creation.



 CEO Considerations

 The Crete concept is precisely the research of the origin of all and all things.
 We want and fight every moment to create our history, with our values being inspired by the greatest examples of humanity, learning and exploring every 
day and every step, creating like this new concepts, incomparable pieces of art combined with excellence in production quality. .
I as a designer through each detail seek to perceive, explore and recreate in order to create something new and inspiring, something that touches us that arouse 
sensations, emotions and feelings but at same time fill us and touch us in the soul.
My biggest intention is with our pieces make a genuine impact on our customers, our followers and our designers lovers, something that wakes them up, moves them, 
makes them feel something completely different and realizes that we are something more what a brand of luxury furniture.

 General Clean and Care
 Brass: with dry cloth 
 Marble: with neutral product
 Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
 Mirror: with appropriate cleaning product
 Wood: with appropriate cleaning product
 Fabric: with adhesive roll cleaner.
 Leather: with dry cloth
 Synthetic: with dry cloth
 Tile: with dry cloth
 Stainless steel: with appropriate cleaning product
 Cooper: with appropriate cleaning product
 Resin: with neutral product
 Gold, Silver and Cooper leaf: with dry cloth
 General instrutions about pieces and materials

 Brass:
 The brass used in our standards pieces is not suitable for outdoor use, so we strongly advise against using it for this purpose. If you want a brass for 
outdoor use, we have to use another type of brass or another finish.
 Brass is a porous natural metal so one of its main features is its oxidation.
 The brass sheet oxidizes by the solder zone characterized by being lighter color or silver; the casting brass oxidizes by the the black pores that are 
present in pieces and their will always be different even between equal pieces: the bar brass as the sheet brass oxidizes by the solder zones.
 The oxidation of brass will depend on the purity of the material as it is a copper and zinc alloy. The brass parts oxidize faster the bigger were the piece.
 Parts such as handles may never oxidize or oxidize after a short time, but these due to their small size are easy to replace if the customer so wishes not 
to assume Crete this cost.
 Oversized parts, as measured by solder and/or pores may oxidize in 1 year or 1 month depending on their location in the customer's home. Sometimes 
the worst situation in brass is a few days uncontrolled humidity transport of moisture that causes oxidation.
Although most people see oxidation as a defect as the color of the piece changes, oxidation is normal and is the characteristic that gives it a certain character as it 
shows its personality.
 We try to combat the oxidation of brass with the purest possible metal alloys and with extra varnish layers.
In packaging we also try to prevent the oxidation of brass by using aluminized film and silica bags in larger or smaller quantity depending on the size of the piece.

 Marble:
 The marble is a natural stone of human extraction, so those do not exist two exactly the same stones, we can have two equals pieces with different visual 
appearance.
 Stones that are not subject to erosion should always maintain their state in perfect condition.
 Clear marbles with high temperatures can stain, pay attention to products such as: water, coffee, wine, sodas and oils/fats.
 The stones may lose their shine if non-neutral materials are used for cleaning.

 Fabric, Leathers and Synthetics:
 These materials are resistant and of good quality but those used in the standard pieces do not contain any technical finishing, so if the customer wishes 
we can provide solutions for special treatments such as: fireproof, antibacterial, waterproof, etc.

 Copper:
 Copper is a pure alloy because it is an element of nature but has the same oxidation characteristics as brass.

 Tile:
 Very sensitive pieces painted by hand and very fragile.
 Pay attention to shock with other materials as they may break.
 Because they are produced manually and be cooked by hand one of its characteristics is present some of pigmentation difference situations and texture 
within the same pattern.

 Lacquer:
 Two pieces maked at same time need to have the exactly same color, but two pieces maked in different times  are going to have a different color once the 
moisture is going to be different.
 The difference in ink color in two different batches is due to the chemical proportions of the pigments. A minimal unmeasurable difference will give a 
different color.

 Fabric:
 The fabric will have the same problems in color like the lacquer. 
 The differences in fabric are the same of the in lacquer, but in fabric we have a lot of more variables, like process of dyeing ant temperature of process.

 Hammered Brass, stainless steel and cooper: 
 In this cases, once the hammered is made by hand the pieces will not be always with same aspect.
 Two pieces made at same time will always have a different aspect.



Measures
Widht: 111 cm . Lenght: 111 cm . Height: 77 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  117 cm . Lenght:  117 cm . Height: H  94,10 cm
Cubage:      0,932 m3

Weight :           55 KG 
Packaging:         1 pack

Parisian Pedestal Table

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 6 900 €

We want to present this pedestal table, inspired by the sublime forms and concepts that characterize Paris. 
We want elegance and sophistication; we want to provide you with an elegant piece with sublime simplicity. A fascinating piece of furniture that 

will add to your space a character of enormous elegance. Consisting of a structure in lacquered wood, on the top of its interior we present 
walnut root with small details in casting in homage to the embellishment and characteristic ornamentation of Paris. You can choose to have 

glass in the top.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass, Walnut Root Veneer;

Cleaning & Care

Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth

Instructions for use

No limitatios when used like a Pedestal Table

Installation and assembly

The table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of the 
box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use. 
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Clear Glass, brown lacquer with high gloss finish, walnut root 
veneer with high gloss finish, interior with details in polished brass high 
gloss;
BODY and BASE: brown lacquer with high gloss finish;



Silhouette Pedestal table

Minimal Collection  | Retail Price . 6 720 €

Through its elegance with soft lines, this table of the entrance shows a very refined elegance.
Despite its simplicity, it shows a consistent line appealing to minimalist shapes.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 120 cm . Lenght: 120 cm . Height: 76 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  126,10 cm . Lenght:  126,10 cm . Height: 93,10 cm
Cubage: 1,480 m3

Weight :                80 KG 
Packaging:              1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Marble, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product

Instructions for use

Just have attention to the weight in the board of the glass once it is 
glued in the midle

Installation and assembly

The table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of the 
box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a 

different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Smoked Glass
BODY: Carrara Marble and polished brass with high gloss finish;
BASE: Nero Marquina marble and polished brass with high gloss finish;



Berlin sideboard

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 31 750€

The Berlin sideboard is characterized and inspired by the modern and elegant forms of the city of Berlin. With a sophisticated and elegant 
design, it demonstrates a dynamic design, but at the same time simple, with a sublime and noble design. This piece, in addition to its strong 

character, demonstrates a combination of organic shapes, highlighting the black marble top, which in parallel with the brass grates on the front, 
create incomparable shadow effects. Composed of two central doors that give access to the interior, besides two doors on each side, this 

sideboard offers a form of luxury and exuberance, with details and quality of exclusive materials.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 223 cm . Lenght: 63 cm . Height: 82 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  229,10 cm . Lenght:  69,10 cm . Height:  99,10 cm
Cubage: 1,569 m3

Weight :               230 KG 
Packaging:               1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass, Mirror, Fabric, Ilumination, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Mirror: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth
Fabric: with adhesive roll cleaner

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Sideboard
Maximum shelves weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Sideboard is delivered in just one piece, however the shelves are 
packed on the top of the piece.
It’s necessary unpack the shelves with extreme careful and put them 
inside the sideboard.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence. 

Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence. 
Fabric: Our STD fabric hasn't technical treatments, so is needed to had very careful with liquids.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Polished Brass with high gloss finish and nero marquina marble;
BODY: Black lacquered with high gloss finish;
DETAILS: Polished brass with high gloss;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish;
INTERIOR: Black lacquer with high gloss finish, bronze glass shelves, 
base and side in fabric, back in bronze mirror and led lighting.



Chock sideboard

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 25 750€

We present our most dashing sideboard. With this piece, we want to show the shattered shape, as if it were losing its natural form, but at the 
same time, it gains again when being tied. With a bold design, it shows an elegant side with the polished brass rope effect almost as if it were 

embracing the piece. We create dynamics, we create feelings, we create a unique piece that transmits us an unconditional force.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 195 cm . Lenght: 69 cm . Height: 83 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  201,10 cm . Lenght:  75,10 cm . Height: 100,10 cm
Cubage : 1,512 m3

Weight :              190 KG 
Packaging:              1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass, Fabric;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Fabric: with adhesive roll cleaner

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Sideboard
Maximum shelves weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Sideboard is delivered in just one piece, however the shelves are 
packed on the top of the piece.
It’s necessary unpack the shelves with extreme careful and put them 
inside the sideboard.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence. 

Fabric: Our STD fabric hasn't technical treatments, so is needed to had very careful with liquids.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP, BODY & BASE: Brown lacquered with high gloss finish;
DETAILS: Polished brass with high gloss finish;
INTERIOR: Brown lacquered with high gloss finish, bronze glass 
shelves, base and side in fabric, back in bronze mirror and led lighting;



Smashed sideboard

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 28 250€

Smashed sideboard demonstrates a unique character. Through the crumpled concept, we created a sideboard to break the conventional. With 
a bold design and very own, through this sideboard, we were able to unite subtle and elegant shapes with sinuous forms. The whole structure is 

made through a structure in wood coated then brass with a special finish layer, to create very own and stunning shadow effects. Inside it 
contains drawers and shelves. A sideboard with a very characteristic design of shapes that surround us with great quality in details and 

materials.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 223 cm . Lenght: 63 cm . Height: 90 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  229,10 cm . Lenght:  69,10 cm . Height:  107,10 cm
Cubage: 1,695 m3

Weight :     175 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass, Mirror, Fabric, Ilumination;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Mirror: with appropriate cleaning product
Fabric: with adhesive roll cleaner

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Sideboard
Maximum shelves weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Sideboard is delivered in just one piece, however the shelves are 
packed on the top of the piece.
It’s necessary unpack the shelves with extreme careful and put them 
inside the sideboard.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

Fabric: Our STD fabric hasn't technical treatments, so is needed to had very careful with liquids. 
Hammered Brass: In this cases, once the hammered is made by hand the pieces will not be always  with same aspect. Two pieces made at same time will always have a 

diferent aspect.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP & BODY: Black lacquered with high gloss finish and hammered 
polished brass with high gloss finish;

BASE: Hammered brass with high gloss finish with patine;



Melted sideboard

Melted Collection | Retail Price . 38 250€

Through the melted form we create a sideboard that expresses expression of movement. 
With materials selected in detail such as the color combination, this sideboard reveals a unique character with a sophisticated design 

contemplating art.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 227 cm . Lenght: 59 cm . Height: 85 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  233,10 cm . Lenght: 65,10 cm . Height:  102,10 cm
Cubage: 1,549 m3

Weight :      250 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble, Glass, Mirror, Fabric, Ilumination;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Mirror: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth
Fabric: with adhesive roll cleaner

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Sideboard
Maximum shelves weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Sideboard is delivered in just one piece, however the shelves are 
packed on the top of the piece.
It’s necessary unpack the shelves with extreme careful and put them 
inside the sideboard.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider
Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use. 

Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.
Lacquer:Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

Fabric: Our STD fabric hasn't technical treatments, so is needed to had very careful with liquids.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Polished Brass with high gloss finish and emperador marble;
BODY: Brown lacquered with high gloss finish, polished brass with high 
gloss finish and handles in polished brass with high gloss finish;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish;
INTERIOR: Brown lacquer with high gloss finish, bronze glass shelves, 
base and side in gold fabric, back in bronze mirror and led lighting.



Arc console was inspired by the repeating effect of the mirrors. 
Due to the concave shape of the brass structure and the union of arcs on arcs, it allows creating thus the effect of repetition of reflections and 

lights. A sleek and modern console but at the same time intriguing by its discreet shapes. There is also the possibility of choosing the number of 
arcs. Consisting of a lacquered wood structure with a brass plate. You can combine several finishes both copper and stainless steel or 

lacquered finishing.

Arc console

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 12 750€

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 170 cm . Lenght: 47 cm . Height: 90 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  176,10 cm . Lenght:  53,10 cm . Height: 107,10 cm
Cubage: 1,001 m3

Weight :      90 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Console
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Console is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use. 
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Smoked glass;
BASE: Black lacquered with high gloss finish and polished brass with 
high gloss finish;



Melted console

Melted Collection | Retail Price . 13 320€

Melted console, is born from the concept of the Melted coffee table. 
This console is constituted by a top that rests on a base giving the idea that the shape of the base is losing shape but that is where a new 

shape is born. The melted console allows you to create luxuriously but at the same time sophisticated environments with distinctive design and 
a unique touch providing outstanding reflections. You can opt for various finishes such as be completely plated brass or stainless steel and 

copper.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 170 cm . Lenght: 45 cm . Height: 80 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  176,10 cm . Lenght:  51,10 cm . Height:  97,10 cm
Cubage: 0,874 m3

Weight :     110 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Wood: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Console
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Console is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Polished brass with high gloss finish with some rust effect;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish with some rust effect;



Moon console

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 11 730€

Moon console reflects a unique character. 
Inspired by the phases of the moon, this console reflects unparalleled nobility and originality. With a balanced design and choice of noble and 
sophisticated materials, this console consists of a lacquered base of high gloss and three stainless steel bases (representing three phases of 

the moon - waning moon, full moon and crescent moon) in a top with a stone black marble.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 175 cm . Lenght: 45 cm . Height: 85 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  181,10 cm . Lenght:  51,10 cm . Height: 102,10 cm
Cubage: 0,945 m3

Weight :      75 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Wood: with dry cloth

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Console
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Console is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Black lacquer with high gloss finish and Nero Marquina Marble 
with polished brass with high gloss finish frame
BODY: Niquel plated Brass and Moon texture with high gloss finish;
BASE: Black lacquered with high gloss finish;



Parisian console

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 12 935€

The "City of Lights" needed to be honored with a functional design, but also with true beauty that will awaken its interiors. Its delicately and 
meticulous crafted forms over the centuries have inspired us to create a console where we have assembled a Paris-style design, an inspiring 

city. The Parisian forms present in its majestic streets inspired us in the development of a delicate, sophisticated and modern console but at the 
same time preserving its traditional forms, from the two columns that twist at the top, the upper structure constituted by three drawers veneered 

in leaf of walnut root with a slighttouch of translucency, to the lion head shaped knobs. This console will remind us that "la vie est belle”.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 143 cm . Lenght: 40 cm . Height: 83 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  149,10 cm . Lenght:  46,10 cm . Height: 100,10 cm
Cubage:  0,688 m3

Weight :      85 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Wood veneer, Glass, Fabric;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth   
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth
Fabric: with adhesive roll cleaner

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Console
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Console is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Smoked glass, 3 drawers in walnut root veneer with high gloss 
finish, polished brass with high gloss finish handles and gold fabric 
drawers bottom ;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish;



Rome console

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 15 510€

Rome console, also a piece inspired by the columns of Rome with great Greek influence, allows you to create a luxurious environment with 
elegant and detailed character. With the same typology of the dining and side table, this console is constituted by an entire marble top that 

supported by two columns with open and expressive rips. You can combine several finishes with various colors in the columns and even choose 
white marble.An extravagant and luxurious piece with exquisite details.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 150 cm . Lenght: 45 cm . Height: 80 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  156,10 cm . Lenght: 51,10 cm . Height: 97,10 cm
Cubage: 0,775 m3

Weight :      95 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Console
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Console is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Estremoz marble, brown lacquer with high gloss finish with 
polished brass frame;
BASE: Brown lacquered with high gloss finish and polished brass with 
high gloss finish;



Splash console ( Marble version )

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 13 695€

The Splash console defines a free, lightweight and organic, smooth yet bold form with a strong character coupled with the elegance and quality 
of the materials. It can be combined on both pillars with black marble stone and walnut root with a polished brass structure on the front. A work 

of art with a great expression of movement.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 180 cm . Lenght: 45 cm . Height: 81 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht: 186,10 cm . Lenght: 51,10 cm . Height: 98,10  cm
Cubage:  0,933 m3

Weight :       90 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Marble, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Console
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Console is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze glass with polished brass with high gloss suport;
BASE: Nero Marquina marble and polished brass with high gloss finish;



Splash console ( Wood version )

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 11 730€

The Splash console defines a free, lightweight and organic, smooth yet bold form with a strong character coupled with the elegance and quality 
of the materials. It can be combined on both pillars with black marble stone and walnut root with a polished brass structure on the front. A work 

of art with a great expression of movement.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 180 cm . Lenght: 45 cm . Height: 81 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht: 186,10 cm . Lenght: 51,10 cm . Height: 98,10  cm
Cubage:  0,933 m3

Weight :       75 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Wood veneer, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Console
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Console is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze glass with polished brass with high gloss suport;
BASE: Walnut root wood veneer with high gloss finish and polished 
brass with high gloss finish;



Stº Petersburg console

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 9 735€

St. Petersburg is a city of a major European cultural center and known as the cultural capital of the country. Its historic center and monuments 
are a UNESCO World Heritage Site. St. Petersburg is also home to the Hermitage, one of the largest art museums in the world. Our inspiration 
came from the majestic domes to create majestic and unique environments. With a great care of lines, inspired by the domes, besides creating 
modern and contemporary environments, it allows having an elegant and fascinating language, with its forms, being able to achieve effects of 
amazing reflections. A fascinating and exclusive piece that can be combined with various finishes such as brass, copper stainless steel and 

lacquered in various colors. Composed of a glass top. A sublime piece where elegance is exemplified indiscreet simplicity.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 135 cm . Lenght: 47 cm . Height: 80 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht: 141,10 cm . Lenght:  53,10 cm . Height: 97,10  cm
Cubage: 

Weight :      70 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Console
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Console is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed. 

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze glass with polished brass with high gloss finish details;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish;



Pursuit Console

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 9 920€

Pursuit console it´s a symbiosis of toughness and elegance, perfect to bring an environment to its most luxurious ambiance. Its structure and its 
design give the idea that all the copper plates are holding each other by supporting each other’s. A minimalist piece with a unique design 

thought out and taken care of.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  200 cm . Lenght:  46,5 cm . Height:  87 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  206,1 cm . Lenght: 52,6 cm . Height:  104,1 cm
Cubage:  1,128m3

Weight :      70  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Copper plated, Estremoz Marble

Cleaning & Care

Copper: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Console is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box.

Points to consider

Copper: 
Is normal if in the copper appears oxidation however in all parts the base, is applicated oxidant. The STD copper is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was copper we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Estremoz marble;

Base: 
Aged polished copper with high gloss finish;

NEW



Oval Console

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 9 450€

The perfect balance in a delicate work, in search for the balance of forms we present Oval console.
With refined and carefully chosen materials, joining marble with exuberant lines in leather, an impressive display of elegance shows the 

exquisite capacity to fill a variety of ambiances thanks to its luxury presence.
A fascinating and exclusive console that merge in any living room decoration creating a distinctive environment.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  190 cm . Lenght:  48 cm . Height:  90 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  196,1 cm . Lenght: 54,1 cm . Height:  107,1 cm
Cubage: 1,136 m3

Weight :      90  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf, Brass, Leather, Marble, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Leather: with dry cloth
Marble: with neutral product Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Console
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Console is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider
Brass:

Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble:

Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish and brown leather;

Body & Base: 
Marble Sarah Noir; 

NEW



Abu Dhabi center table

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 12 600€

This majestic Abu Dhabi center table reflects the essence of the origin and connection between the traditional concept and fusion with 
modernism. 

Crete Luxury Art Design is precisely that, in search of the origin of a concept, we work to give you a unique experience of a piece with exclusive 
value and meaning.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  145 cm . Lenght: 145 cm . Height: 39 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  151,10 cm . Lenght: 151,10 cm . Height:  56,10 cm
Cubage: 1,281 m3

Weight :     120 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Black lacquered with high gloss finish, polished brass with high 
gloss finish and bronze glass;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish and bronze glass;



Arc center table

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 6 270€

Arc center consists of 3 arcs which in turn repeat creating spectacular repeat effects due to their curvature and selected finishes. 

Consisting of a base in lacquered wood with high brightness and the arches with structure in wood and covered with brass. A fascinating and 
elegant coffee table that allows various angles to have reflections of the environment that surrounds.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 130 cm . Lenght: 130 cm . Height: 37 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  136,10 cm . Lenght: 136,10 cm . Height:  54,10 cm
Cubage:  0, m3

Weight :      65 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bonze glass;
BASE: Black lacquered with high gloss and polished brass with high 
gloss;



Barcelona center table

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 15 725€

The work of Antonio Gaudi inspired us to create an organic coffee table for this collection. The beautiful capital of Catalonia has the perfect 
combination of modernists. Architecture and lively life, and both elements cohabit on our coffee table. This coffee table expresses the freedom 

of organic shapes that mold to a strong concept. Combined with a brass structure, half in polished brass and the other half in mosaic with a 
glass top in stained glass that provides an exuberant and bold piece. You can combine among other materials such as copper, stainless steel or 

lacquer. A piece of great expression of art and design providing modern and contemporary shapes.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 157 cm . Lenght: 119 cm . Height: 37 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht: 163,10 cm . Lenght: 125,10 cm . Height:  54,10 cm
Cubage: 1,104 m3

Weight :     140 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
STRUCTURE: Polished brass with high gloss, black lacquer with high 
gloss finish on the frame and hand work and red, black, orange glass;



Barcelona Center table Black Series

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 13 300€

The work of Antonio Gaudi inspired us to create an organic coffee table for this collection. The beautiful capital of Catalonia has the perfect 
combination of modernists. Architecture and lively life, and both elements cohabit on our coffee table. This coffee table expresses the freedom 

of organic shapes that mold to a strong concept. A piece of great expression of art and design providing modern and contemporary shapes.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 157 cm . Lenght:  119 cm . Height:  37 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  163,1 cm . Lenght: 125,1 cm . Height:  54,1 cm
Cubage:  1,104 m3

Weight :      145  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf, Brass, Smoked Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass:
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

Lacquer:
Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Smoked glass and polished brass with high gloss finish;

Body:
Structure brown lacquer with high gloss finish;

NEW



Curl center table

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 6 530€

The free and exuberant form of this coffee table reflects that simplicity can also be fabulous and exuberant. Contains several brass arches 
welded together, you can combine different materials such as stainless steel and copper. At the top contains the glass top where it is embraced 

by the arches.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 100 cm . Lenght: 97 cm . Height:  53 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  106,10 cm . Lenght: 103,10 cm . Height:  70,10 cm
Cubage: 0,767 m3

Weight :     60  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Smoked glass;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish;



Interstellar Center table

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 12 950€

Interstellar center table combines the star concept with the luxurious sophistication. Inspired by the cosmos, this piece aims to create dynamics 
in its surrounding environment. With a half ball brass polished in the center, which refers to the sun to a central star, this piece contains around 

the structure 12 forms of signs represented in polished brass, in an elegant and subtle way making an extraordinary and unique piece. By 
having this half sphere in the center, the visual effect shows and gives the idea that it is pulling us in as if it were a gravitational force. An 

absolutely fascinating piece.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 151 cm . Lenght: 151 cm . Height: 37 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  157,10 cm . Lenght: 157,10 cm . Height:  54,10 cm
Cubage: 1,335 m3

Weight :    125  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Mirror: with appropriate cleaning product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Smoked Glass;
BASE: Black lacquer with high gloss finish and polished brass with high 
gloss finish details (Zodiac signs).



Los Angeles Center table

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 7 875€

With a softer but always elegant line this piece Los Angels coffee table, allows you to create modern but at the same time contemporary 
environments with smooth curved lines and sinuous. A piece that combines various materials such as marble, brass, glass and lacquered wood, 

which provides different touch sensations. Consisting of a base in lacquered wood in the form of a copula, which then reverts to the top, 
consisting of a base in brass and then glass bronze or gray. A piece of great distinction.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 100 cm . Lenght: 100 cm . Height: 37 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  106,10 cm . Lenght: 106,10 cm . Height:  
54,10 cm
Cubage:  0, m3

Weight :     70  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Polished brass with high gloss (inside and outside) with bronze 
glass;
BASE: Black lacquer with high gloss;



Melted center table

Melted Collection  | Retail Price . 9 800 €

A piece of form that comes alive with the melted effect creating an incomparable piece. Melted center, in itself this piece demonstrates the 
strong and noble character of its design.

It appeals to the conventional straightway, but at the same time, its melted concept creates a new form that inspires us. With a structure in Inox 
combines with the melted brass part with sinuous and extravagant shapes.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  130 cm . Lenght:  70 cm . Height: 38 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  136,10 cm . Lenght: 76,10 cm . Height:  55,10 cm
Cubage: 0,571 m3

Weight :     95  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze glass;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish and aged polished brass 
with high gloss finish;



Oporto center table

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 15 050€

Our center table inspired by the city of Porto reveals an enormous elegance of shapes and materials. Constructed of a lacquered wood 
structure and with a tile with a representation of the city of Porto, or in black tiles, with four supports at the four ends supported in brass inspired 

of Bridge D. Luis of the city of the Porto. It also contains in the interior a feature to give effects of speculates reflexes. At the top of the table, 
there are also slits in polished brass, accompanied by a top in a glass. A fascinating and luxurious devious and inspiring piece with a strong 

character. Art and architecture combine to create a magnificent piece represented by the unique Portuguese technique. Craft techniques and an 
inspiring design merge together to create the center table inspired by the city of Porto a unique piece of art.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 160 cm . Lenght: 90 cm . Height:  37 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  166,10 cm . Lenght: 96,10 cm . Height:  54,10 cm
Cubage: 0,864 m3

Weight :    120  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass, Tiles;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth
Tile: with dry cloth

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Smoked glass and Black lacquer with high gloss finish;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish and blue tiles painted by 
hand;



Oporto center table Black Series

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 12 040€

Oporto center table inspired by the city of Porto reveals an enormous elegance of shapes and materials. Constructed of a lacquered wood 
structure and with a tile with a representation of the city of Porto, or in black tiles, with four supports at the four ends supported in brass inspired 

of Bridge D. Luis of the city of the Porto. It also contains in the interior a feature to give effects of speculates reflexes. At the top of the table, 
there are also slits in polished brass, accompanied by a top in a glass. A fascinating and luxurious devious and inspiring piece with a strong 

character. Art and architecture combine to create a magnificent piece represented by the unique Portuguese technique. Craft techniques and an 
inspiring design merge together to create the center table inspired by the city of Porto a unique piece of art.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  160 cm . Lenght:  90 cm . Height:  37 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  166,1 cm . Lenght: 96,1 cm . Height:  54,1 cm
Cubage:  0,864 m3

Weight :      120  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf lacquer, Brass, Bronze Glass

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass:
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

Lacquer:
Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed"

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Bronze glass and walnut root wood veneer with high gloss finish;

Base: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish and black lacquer with high gloss 
finish;

NEW



Precious center table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 11 620€

Elegance reigns in this coffee table. Each stroke, each part, each point is interconnected to another point, joining shapes and creating a 
sublime piece. This Precious center table is characterized by more minimalist forms, joining and creating a strong language of great presence. 

The structure is made of lacquered wood with high gloss, coated on the ends with polished brass, accompanied by a glass top.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  182 cm . Lenght: 103 cm . Height: 50 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  188,10 cm . Lenght: 109,10 cm . Height:  67,10 cm
Cubage: 1,377 m3

Weight :      95  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Smoked glass;
BASE: Black lacquer with high gloss finish and polished brass with high 
gloss finish;



Quadriretri center table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 7 820€

The shape inside of the form. This is the concept of this center table that with the structure in rectangular form combines the repetition of its 
structure containing in the central part a cube in marble giving the idea that it is suspended. A subtle center table with harmonious lines mixed 

with exquisite details. This design is seductive.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht: 170 cm . Lenght: 79 cm . Height:  32 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  176,10 cm . Lenght: 85,10 cm . Height:  49,10 cm
Cubage: 0,736 m3

Weight :      87 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze glass with polished brass with high gloss finish frame;
BODY: Sahara Noir marble with polished brass with high gloss finish 
frame;
BASE: Black lacquer with high gloss finish;



Retri Center table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 13 320€

An elegant center table that combines symmetry and sophistication. The design of this center table joins black marble with white marble, a 
refined material giving an extraordinary shape. With a brass structure, this center table was developed joining two triangles to create a balanced 

shape. It is a great addition to any decor.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  170 cm . Lenght:  88 cm . Height:  37 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  176,10 cm . Lenght: 94,10 cm . Height:  54,10 cm
Cubage: 0,896 m3

Weight :    140  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Wood: with dry cloth 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish frame with Carrara and 
Emperador marble



Rustic center table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 8 230€

This coffee table expresses simplicity in its shape and choice of materials. Marked by a minimalist language, it reveals and expresses through 
its organic forms on the sides, constituted by brass with a light layer of patina, to darken the brass. You can also choose to only have polished 

brass. In the center, a large block of untouchable marble, since at the top is constituted by a glass top.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  170 cm . Lenght:  87 cm . Height:  32 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  176,10 cm . Lenght: 93,10 cm . Height:  49,10 cm
Cubage: 0,805 m3

Weight :     90  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Marble, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze glass;
BODY: Aged gold plated finish;
BASE: Black lacquer with high gloss finish and emperador marble 



Splash coffee table

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 11 900€

Splash coffee table is an original pieces. Capturing a natural shape of a drop of water falling into the water, this piece reflects a bold but yet 
sophisticated design. Composed of a very strong resin structure and a cast brass top with a dry desert texture, however, you can also choose 

glass top. A sculpted shape that allows you to create modern and sophisticated environments.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  98 cm . Lenght:  98 cm . Height:  43 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  104,10 cm . Lenght: 104,10 cm . Height:  60,10 cm
Cubage: 0,651 m3

Weight :     70  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Resin;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Resin: with neutral product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Coffe Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Coffe Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish and resin;



Sydney center table

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 11 730€

Sydney is a city full of a natural charmer and an amazing cultural history. Sidney center table is inspired by the known building, the Opera 
House of Sidney. The base is a structure in brass that looks that was molded by the wind and it has with inspired and unique shapes that 

transmit freedom. This is a piece with an exuberant and fascinating design. It is possible to choose between copper or nickel for the base. In 
this way, we connect an Australian icon with one of our center tables.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  165 cm . Lenght:  120 cm . Height:  47 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  171,10 cm . Lenght: 126,10 cm . Height:  64,10 cm
Cubage: 1,383 m3

Weight :      90  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Resin;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Wood: with dry cloth 
Resin: with neutral product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Coffe Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Coffe Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Resin;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish and black lacquer with high 
gloss finish;



Twist coffee table

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 11 220€

This coffee table provides the same form and lets you create a refined but extravagant ambient. This coffee table combines luxury with a 
modern and sophisticated line. Made with a marble stone base we were able to create a unique projection effect with the resin in the interior, 

that makes this piece incomparable.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  90 cm . Lenght:  70 cm . Height:  34 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  96,10 cm . Lenght: 76,10 cm . Height:  51,10 cm
Cubage: 0,374 m3

Weight :      95  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble, Glass, Resin;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth 
Resin: with neutral product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Coffe Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Coffe Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze glass;
BODY: Resin and polished brass with high gloss finish;
BASE: Sahara Noir marble and black lacquer with high gloss;



Shappire center table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 9 755€

Sapphire piece reveals a dynamic shape in motion as if from one point it wanted to explore and expand. With a contemporary and modern 
language, this coffee table provides majestic ambiances full of attitude and character.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  97 cm . Lenght:  75 cm . Height:  30 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  103,10 cm . Lenght: 81,10 cm . Height: 47,10 cm
Cubage: 0,394 m3

Weight :    120  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

MDF, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Marble: with neutral product 
Wood: with dry cloth 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Carrara marble;
BASE: Black lacquer with high gloss finish;



Shappire Brown Coffee table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 9 840€

Sapphire brown, reveals a dynamic shape in motion as if from one point it wanted to explore and expand. With a contemporary and modern 
language, this coffee table provides majestic ambiances full of attitude and character.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  97 cm . Lenght:  75 cm . Height:  30 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  103,1 cm . Lenght: 81,1 cm . Height:  47,1 cm
Cubage:  0,394 m3

Weight :      120  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf lacquer, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Marble: with neutral product 
Wood: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Marble:
Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

Lacquer:
Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top:
Armani brown marble;

Base: 
Champagne metallic lacquer ( brown) with high gloss finish;

NEW



Grid center table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 7 650€

The minimalist form reigns in this play. With its simple form, this coffee table is constituted by three modules supported by each other to provide 
elegance, but at the same time the dynamism. With a distinct finish, darkened brushed stainless steel with black marble in the top, this coffee 

table reveals a very characteristic grandeur of minimalist shapes.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  170 cm . Lenght:  90 cm . Height:  38 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  176,10 cm . Lenght: 96,10 cm . Height:  55,10 cm
Cubage: 0,932 m3

Weight :     75  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Guatemala, Carrara and emperador marble;
BASE: Brushed brass with matte gloss finish;



Aqua coffee table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 7 820€

This coffee table reveals that through simpler ways we get something complete and composed. With its elegance of shapes, it allows the 
creation of contemporary and luxurious environments, thus allowing an incomparable presence. With a central column composed of black 

marble and embraced by a structure in polished brass, it marks by a design with great character. You can combine another type of marble or 
other metallic finish.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  90 cm . Lenght:  90 cm . Height: 39 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  96,10 cm . Lenght: 96,10 cm . Height:  56,10 cm
Cubage: 0,518 m3

Weight :     67   KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze glass;
BODY: Polished brass with high gloss finish and emperador marble;
BASE: Black lacquer with high gloss finish;



Oval center table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 9 180€

The Oval coffee table shows and expresses everything it reveals. With a completely organic and smooth structure, it provides incomparable 
dynamics for the creation of contemporary and luxurious environments and spaces.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  155 cm . Lenght:  95 cm . Height:  37 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  161,10 cm . Lenght: 101,10 cm . Height:  
54,10 cm
Cubage: 0,881 m3 

Weight :      97  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Copper, MDF, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Marble: with neutral product 
Cooper: with appropriate cleaning product 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 40Kg – 88LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
STRUCTURE: Estremoz marble, polished aged copper with high gloss 
finish;



Concave coffee table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 11 700€

With a sensual geometry, a refined elegance of shapes, we present Concave coffee table. Made with the highest quality of brass and nero 
marquina marble, It’s a versatile coffeer table which gives a sophisticated ambiance to any setting, where elegance reigns, with finishes and 

refined materials.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  130 cm . Lenght:  110 cm . Height:  37 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  136,1 cm . Lenght: 116,1 cm . Height:  54,1 cm
Cubage:  0,854 m3

Weight :      70  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Clear Glass, Nero Marquina Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Glass: with dry cloth  
Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Coffee table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Clear glass;

Body & Base: 
Nero Marquina marble, polished brass with high gloss finish; 

NEW



Concave smoth coffee table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 9 120€

With a sensual geometry, a refined elegance of shapes, we present Concave Smooth coffee table. Made with the highest quality of brass and 
nero marquina marble, It’s a versatile center table which gives a sophisticated ambiance to any setting, Where elegance reigns, with finishes 

and refined materials.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  110 cm . Lenght:  110 cm . Height:  27 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  116,1 cm . Lenght: 116,1 cm . Height:  44,1 cm
Cubage:  0,594 m3

Weight :      55  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Clear Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Glass: with dry cloth
Brass: with dry cloth  

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Coffee table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Clear glass;

Body & Base: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish; 

NEW



Elegance Coffee table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 9 020€

Elegance coffee table represents audacious and splendid harmony.
With sophistication and exclusive design, in harmony with between the finest materials, Nero marquina marble, polished brass and leather with 

a soft light, this piece creating a remarkable and unique mood.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  190 cm . Lenght:  89 cm . Height:  32 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  196,1 cm . Lenght: 95,1 cm . Height:  49,1 cm
Cubage:  0,915 m3

Weight :      75  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf, Marble Sarah Noir, Brass, Leather, Ilumination;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Leather: with dry cloth
Marble: with neutral product 

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Coffee table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box.

Points to consider

Marble:
Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Body: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish, Shara Noir marble, brown leather 
and led Lightning; 

Base: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish;

NEW



Cosmo

Brutalist  | Retail Price . 8 970€

A mark of sophistication and exclusive design. The Cosmo coffee table, is a defining presence and will change any room it is part of, creating a 
glorious atmosphere around it. 

The smooth curved lines and its versatility are rather appealing and destined to bring elegance to a luxurious space perfect for both a 
contemporary or classic setting.

A daring, yet elegant balance between the finest materials,  leather and brass.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  130 cm . Lenght:  130 cm . Height:  32 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  136,1 cm . Lenght: 136,1 cm . Height:  78,1 cm
Cubage: 1,446 m3

Weight :      65  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Glass, Leather

Cleaning & Care

Glass: with dry cloth  
Brass: with dry cloth  
Leather: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Center Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Smoked glass;
Body: 
Brown Leather and in the middle polished brass with high gloss finish;
Base: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish;

NEW



Elegance side table

Minimal Collection  | Retail Price . 5 775 €

In this side table, the combination of materials is perfect, with symmetrical shapes where you look for the balance of shapes. This side table 
provides the creation of subtle and elegant environments. It can be combined with other materials such as copper or nickel and the glass may 

be extra light or black glass.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  37 cm . Lenght:  37 cm . Height:  50 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  43,10 cm . Lenght: 43,10 cm . Height:  
67,10 cm
Cubage: 0,125 m3

Weight :       55 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Marble, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Side Table

Installation and assembly

The Side Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
STRUCTURE: Polished brass with high gloss finish Nero Marquina, 
emperador, Guatemala marble and clear glass;



Inception side table

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 5 445€

This side table was inspired by the organic form of a pawn with a dynamic and caring language. The whole structure is of brass. On the glass 
contains a circular engraving which makes the piece elegant and sophisticated with a balanced shape.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  37 cm . Lenght:  37 cm . Height:  50 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht: 43,10 cm . Lenght: 43,10 cm . Height: 67,10 cm
Cubage: 0,125 m3

Weight :       55 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Side Table

Installation and assembly

The Side Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze worked glass;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish.



Los Angeles side table

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 4 785€

A piece that likewise combines various materials such as marble, brass, glass and lacquered wood, which provides different touch sensations. It 
can be combined with different materials such as copper or stainless steel and also different finishes for the lacquered base that can be also in 

brass.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  37 cm . Lenght:  37 cm . Height:  50 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht: 43,10 cm . Lenght: 43,10 cm . Height: 67,10 cm
Cubage: 0,125 m3

Weight :       30 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Side Table

Installation and assembly

The Side Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze glass;
BASE: Black lacquer with high gloss finish and polished Brass with high 
gloss finish;



Melted side table

Melted Collection | Retail Price . 6 270€

Melted side table follows the same concept as the coffee table and console. With this piece, you can combine with the three typologies and 
create an exclusive, elegant and luxurious environment. An exclusive luxury design piece created to meet your unique looking, inspiring and 

contemporary design with a high-quality finish.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  39 cm . Lenght:  39 cm . Height:  50 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  45,10 cm . Lenght: 45,10 cm . Height:  67,10 cm
Cubage: 0,136 m3

Weight :       35 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Side Table

Installation and assembly

The Side Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze glass;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish and aged polished brass 
with high gloss finish;



Quadri side table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 5 270€

This side table is part of the concept of the coffee table. The shape inside oh the form, with a sophisticated and elegant concept, with a 
cube-shaped structure that combines the repetition of its structure containing in the central part a marble cube giving the idea that it is 

suspended. A subtle coffee table with harmonious lines mixed with exquisite details. Its design is seductive.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  66 cm . Lenght:  66 cm . Height:  52 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  72,10 cm . Lenght: 72,10 cm . Height:  69,10 cm
Cubage:  0,359 m3

Weight :      52  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Side Table

Installation and assembly

The Side Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Smoked glass with polished brass with high gloss finish frame;
BODY: Emperador marble with polished brass with high gloss finish 
frame;
BASE: Black lacquer with high gloss finish;



Rome side table

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 4 950€

Rome side table inspired by the columns reveals a fascinating and exclusive piece using materials that provide an unparalleled elegance. At the 
top consists of black or white marble and lacquered with a structure that can be combined with various colors. As it deals with ancient columns 

we wanted to demonstrate this with cracks in brass making thus a fascinating piece, with a unique touch, we wanted to react to the broken 
shape, using polished brass. You can choose copper or stainless steel. An exceptional side table that shows how elegance is exemplified 

indiscreet simplicity.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  37 cm . Lenght:  37 cm . Height:  50 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  43,10 cm . Lenght: 43,10 cm . Height:  
67,10 cm
Cubage: 0,125 m3

Weight :     55  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Wood: with dry cloth 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Side Table

Installation and assembly

The Side Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Guatemala marble, brown lacquer with high gloss finish;
BASE: Brown lacquered with high gloss finish and polished brass with 
high gloss finish;



Smashed side table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 5 280€

Following the concept of the sideboard, this side table features a unique character, an unusual piece in great detail. Composed of a structure 
crumpled from outside in stainless steel, and in the interior arises a structure in brass that can combine with copper or other material. Contains 

resin inside to create a striking visual effect.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  37 cm . Lenght:  37 cm . Height:  50 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  43,10 cm . Lenght: 43,10 cm . Height:  
67,10 cm
Cubage: 0,125 m3

Weight :     35  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Resin, Stainless Steal;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Stainless steal: with appropriate cleaning product 
Resin: with neutral product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Side Table

Installation and assembly

The Side Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural 
metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Polished brass with high gloss finish and resin;
BASE: Polished Stainless steal;



The Cub side table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 5 020€

This side table projects the shape of an elegant cube and refined in marble stone creating a tuning of simple forms but integrated into each 
other. With a distinctive design and a unique touch, this side allows you various combinations with style and elegance, a unique environment for 

your modern interiors.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  39 cm . Lenght:  39 cm . Height:  50 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  45,10 cm . Lenght: 45,10 cm . Height:  67,10 cm
Cubage: 0,136 m3

Weight :      35  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Wood: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Side Table

Installation and assembly

The Side Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Polished brass with high gloss finish frame, Emperador marble 
and polished brass with high gloss finish details;
BODY: Polished brass with high gloss finish and black lacquer with high 
gloss finish;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish frame and Emperador 
marble; 



Twist side table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 5 670€

This side table projects the shape of an elegant cube and refined in marble stone creating a tuning of simple forms but integrated into each 
other. With a distinctive design and a unique touch, this side allows you various combinations with style and elegance, a unique environment for 

your modern interiors.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  39 cm . Lenght:  39 cm . Height:  50 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  45,10 cm . Lenght: 45,10 cm . Height:  67,10 cm
Cubage: 0,136 m3

Weight :      35  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Resin;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Resin: with neutral product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Side Table

Installation and assembly

The Side Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
BASE: Resin and polished brass with high gloss finish;



Pursuit side table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 4 190€

Pursuit side table is a piece simply simple but composed by its shape. Its structure and its design give the idea that all the brass plates are 
holding each other by supporting the main, the marble top. A minimalist piece with a unique design thought out and taken care of.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  53 cm . Lenght:  39 cm . Height:  50 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  59,10 cm . Lenght: 45,10 cm . Height:  
67,10 cm
Cubage: 0,179 m3

Weight :      25  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Side Table

Installation and assembly

The Side Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Emperador marble;
BASE: Aged polished brass with high gloss finish;



An impressive display of elegance, Quarantaquattro side table shows the exquisite capacity to fill a variety of ambiances thanks to its luxury 
presence with a minimalist shape.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  44 cm . Lenght:  44 cm . Height:  44 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  50,1 cm . Lenght: 50,1 cm . Height:  61,1 cm
Cubage: 0,153 m3

Weight :      45  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf, Brass, Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Marble: with neutral product 
Brass: with dry cloth 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Side Table
Maximum weight of 10Kg – 20LBS

Installation and assembly

The Side Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Body & Base: 
Emperador marble, polished brass with high gloss finish; 

Quarantaquattro

Minimalist Collection | Retail Price . 5 870€

NEW



Barcelona cabinet

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 39 750€

The work of Antonio Gaudi inspired us to create an exuberant and organic piece for this collection. The beautiful capital of Catalonia has the 
perfect combination of modernist architecture and lively life, and both elements cohabit in our cabinet. The materials merge into a new way of 

experiencing modernist Barcelona. With a structure all in brass and partly in mosaic, and in the front two large doors in stained glass with 
various colors and amazing forms full of life. In the interior, it is constituted by an upper part also in brass constituted by a shelf, in the lower part 

constituted by drawers. A distinctive piece that expresses art and design in a luxurious way.
Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  99 cm . Lenght:  57 cm . Height: 190 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  105,10 cm . Lenght: 63,10 cm . Height:  
207,10 cm
Cubage: 1,373 m3

Weight :    320  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass, Mirror, Fabric, Ilumination;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Mirror: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth 
Fabric: with adhesive roll cleaner 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Cabinet
Maximum shelves weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Cabinet is delivered in just one piece, however the shelves are 
packed on the top of the piece.
It’s necessary unpack the shelves with extreme careful and put them 
inside the sideboard.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider
Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

Fabric: Our STD fabric hasn't technical treatments, so is needed to had very careful with liquids.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
STRUCTURE: Polished brass with high gloss finish, black lacquer with 
high gloss finish hand work and red, black, orange glass;
INTERIOR TOP: Black lacquer with high gloss finish, bronze mirror on 
the back, led lighting, bronze shelve and bronze fabric;
INTERIOR BOTTOM: 4 black lacquer with high gloss finish drawers, 
with polished brass with high gloss finish details and black fabric;



Consistency dining table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 21 500€

Consistency dining is a sophisticated and balanced dining table. Consisting of two bases in black marble stone, it appeals to the balance of 
forms with distinction. Supporting the glass top and connecting the two bases, we create tubes that you can choose either brass or nickel or 

copper, thus appealing to a design with class and elegance in the finishes and color contrast.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  270 cm . Lenght:  148 cm . Height:  77 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 ) 
Widht:  286,10 cm . Lenght: 121,10 cm . Height:  92,10 cm
Cubage: 3,191 m3

Packaging measures ( 2 ) 
Widht:  276,10 cm . Lenght: 29,10 cm . Height:  154,10 cm
Cubage: 1,238 m3

Weight :    270  KG 
Packaging:     2 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Dining Table

Installation and assembly

The Dining Table is delivered in two pieces, 1 crate for the base and 
other for the top.
It’s necessary unpack the crates with extreme careful and put glass on 
top the table.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all two pieces in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Smoked glass;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish and Nero Marquina 
marble;le;



Oporto dining table

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 37 500€

The Porto dining table is inspired by a great Portuguese city that inspires us. Consisting of a lacquered wooden structure, tiled with paint of the 
city, this dining table intends to demonstrate a piece of the city. With a shape cut out, and constituted by a structure in brass inspired in one of 

the bridges, icons of the city of the Port, the bridge D. Luis. In the inner part, the table is made of brass so that it is possible to create a 
dynamics of amazing reflections. On the top veneered in walnut root wood. It still contains a rip all over the top giving idea and illusion to the 
river Douro and then a glass top. You can combine various types of finishes such as copper, stainless steel or painting. Transparency makes 

the piece light and easy to interpret. Art and architecture combine to create a piece represented by traditional Portuguese technique inspired by 
one of the inspiring cities. The style and design combine to create the Porto dining table in a unique piece of art.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  300 cm . Lenght:  190 cm . Height:  77 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 ) 
Widht:  258,10 cm . Lenght: 117,10 cm . Height:  93,10 cm
Cubage: 2,814 m3

Packaging measures ( 2 ) 
Widht:  306,10 cm . Lenght: 29,10 cm . Height:  196,10 cm
Cubage: 1,747 m3

Weight :    370  KG 
Packaging:     2 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass, Tiles;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product
Wood: with dry cloth
Tile: with dry cloth

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Dining Table

Installation and assembly

The Dining Table is delivered in two pieces, 1 crate for the base and 
other for the top.
It’s necessary unpack the crates with extreme careful and put glass on 
top the table.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all two pieces in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Smoked glass and Black lacquer with high gloss finish;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish and blue tiles painted by 
hand;



Oporto Dining Table Black Series

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 32 400€

Inspired by our homeland, we developed the Oporto dining black version. 
Art and architecture combine to create a piece represented by traditional Portuguese technique inspired by one of the inspiring cities. The style 

and design combine to create the Porto dining table in a unique piece of art.
We created this version to you, just for you create more contemporary and modern environments.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  300 cm . Lenght:  190 cm . Height:  77 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  258,1 cm . Lenght: 117,1 cm . Height:  93,1 cm
Cubage:  2,814 m3

Packaging measures ( 2 )
Widht:  258,1 cm . Lenght: 117,1 cm . Height:  19,1 cm
Cubage:  1,747 m3

Weight :      350  KG 
Packaging:     2 pack

Standard Materials

Mdf lacquer, Brass, Wood veneer, Smoked Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Dining Table

Installation and assembly

The Dining Table is delivered in two pieces, 1 crate for the base and 
other for the top.
It’s necessary unpack the crates with extreme careful and put glass on 
top the table.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider
Brass:

Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer:

Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed"

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Bronze glass and walnut root wood vener with high gloss finish;

Base: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish and black lacquer with high gloss 
finish;

NEW



Rome dining table

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 33 250€

Rome, the city that breathes art. Our Rome-inspired pieces are symbols of an exquisite architecture that adorned various buildings with 
sculptures and transformed the current Rome into the largest concentration of urban artworks we can imagine. The Rome dining table 

represents the details and a tribute to the embellishment and ornamentation. We designate part of the history of Rome in our plays. With this 
dining table, we give an experience of being able to have a history through sinuous and elegant lines. The structure made of wood with great 
detail contains cracks to give more personality and unique design. It can be lacquered with various color combinations. Rome dining table a 

unique piece.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  300 cm . Lenght:  190 cm . Height:  77 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 ) 
Widht:  258,10 cm . Lenght: 117,10 cm . Height:  93,10 cm
Cubage: 2,814 m3

Packaging measures ( 2 ) 
Widht:  306,10 cm . Lenght: 29,10 cm . Height:  196,10 cm
Cubage: 1,747 m3

Weight :    320  KG 
Packaging:     2 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Dining Table

Installation and assembly

The Dining Table is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it 
of the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all two pieces in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze glass;
BASE: Hand Carved polished brass with high gloss finish and black 
lacquered with high gloss finish;



Stº Petersburg dining table 

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 31 500€

Stº Petersburg is the capital of culture in its country and a reference in European culture. This city is known for its history and its monuments, 
which are UNESCO world patrimony. Hermitage, one of the biggest art museums of the world is based in S. Petersburg. Stº Petersburg dining 

table was done with the same inspiration but with a different concept. This dining table provides an exclusive ambient with elegance but giving a 
refinement felling with its sophisticated character. This table can be chosen in different finishes such as brass, nickel, copper or lacquered in 

various colors. The top is glass in the oval shape and is possible to choose the finish in grey, extra-clear or bronze.
St. Petersburg dining table reveals its grandiosity and luxury with a refined elegance, which satisfies our clients’ necessities.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  270 cm . Lenght:  150 cm . Height:  77 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 ) 
Widht:  106,10 cm . Lenght: 106,10 cm . Height:  94,10 cm
Cubage: 1,059 m3

Packaging measures ( 2 ) 
Widht:  276,10 cm . Lenght: 29,10 cm . Height:  156,10 cm
Cubage: 1,254 m3

Weight :    290  KG 
Packaging:     2 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Dining Table

Installation and assembly

The Dining Table is delivered in two pieces, 1 crate for the base and 
other for the top.
It’s necessary unpack the crates with extreme careful and put glass on 
top the table.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Packaging all two pieces in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Smoked glass;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish.



Structure dining table

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 32 250€

Inspired by the shape of our DNA, this piece creates striking dynamics with straight but curvy and sinuous forms and creating visual effects of 
space. A sophisticated, modern dining table with unique features, appealing to the softness of dynamic shapes.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  300 cm . Lenght:  120 cm . Height:  77 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 ) 
Widht:  252,10 cm . Lenght: 94,10 cm . Height:  93,10 cm
Cubage: 2,209 m3

Packaging measures ( 2 ) 
Widht:  306,10 cm . Lenght: 29,10 cm . Height:  126,10 cm
Cubage: 1,123 m3

Weight :    240  KG 
Packaging:     2 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Dining Table

Installation and assembly

The Dining Table is delivered in two pieces, 1 crate for the base and 
other for the top.
It’s necessary unpack the crates with extreme careful and put glass on 
top the table.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Packaging all two pieces in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Bronze glass;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish;



Twist dining table

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 29 500€

This subtle piece combines simple shapes with extravagant shapes giving rise to an elegant and sophisticated piece. Due to its forms, this 
dining table is exemplified in discrete and luxe simplicity, creating amazing reflections. With a resin and brass plated structure, you can 

alternatively choose copper or stainless steel and a gray or extra clear bronze glass top. A discreet but always exuberant piece.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  300 cm . Lenght: 125 cm . Height:  76 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 ) 
Widht:  221,10 cm . Lenght: 80,10 cm . Height:  93,10 cm
Cubage: 1,649 m3

Packaging measures ( 2 ) 
Widht:  306,10 cm . Lenght: 29,10 cm . Height:  131,10 cm
Cubage: 1,168 m3

Weight :    210  KG 
Packaging:     2 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Resin, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 
Wood: with dry cloth 
Resin: with neutral product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Dining Table

Installation and assembly

The Dining Table is delivered in two pieces, 1 crate for the base and 
other for the top.
It’s necessary unpack the crates with extreme careful and put glass on 
top the table.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all two pieces in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Smoked Glass;
BODY: Resin and polished brass with high gloss finish;
BASE: Black lacquer with high gloss finish



Hegza dining table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 33 750€

Inspired by the hexagonal shape, this dining table brings together contemporary and minimalist shapes. With a choice of refined and selected 
finishes, this piece attracts uniqueness in its elegance of imposing shapes.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  300 cm . Lenght: 120 cm . Height:  77 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 ) 
Widht:  60,10 cm . Lenght: 86,10 cm . Height:  89,10 cm
Cubage: 0,461 m3

Packaging measures ( 2 ) 
Widht:  306,10 cm . Lenght: 29,10 cm . Height:  126,10 cm
Cubage: 1,123 m3

Weight :    340  KG 
Packaging:     2 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble, Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 
Glass: with appropriate cleaning product 

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Dining Table

Installation and assembly

The Dining Table is delivered in two pieces, 1 crate for the base and 
other for the top.
It’s necessary unpack the crates with extreme careful and put glass on 
top the table.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all two pieces in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Polished Brass with high gloss finish frame with Emperador 
marble and smoked glass;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish and Emperador marble;



Arc Dining table

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 24 890€

The distinctive Arc Dining table embodies with a very strong style with minimal style. 
With a very strong style and sculptural features, the marble legs give an unusual and chic effect to this piece that supports a polished brass and 

glass arc of top. 
Inspired in modern architecture, the details make a balance of forms.

A design that will redefine and inspiring the way you see dining tables.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  270 cm . Lenght:  110 cm . Height:  77 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  276,1 cm . Lenght: 116,1  cm . Height:  94,1 cm
Cubage: 3,016 m3

Packaging measures ( 2 )
Widht:  276,1 cm . Lenght: 116,1 cm . Height:  19,1 cm
Cubage: 0,612 m3

Weight :      370 KG 
Packaging:     2 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Mdf, Leather, Clear Glass;

Cleaning & Care

Glass: with dry cloth  
Brass: with dry cloth  
Leather: with dry cloth
Marble: with neutral product Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Dining Table is delivered in two pieces, 1 crate for the base and 
other for the top ( Glass ).
It’s necessary unpack the crates with extreme careful and put glass on 
top the table.
Once the piece ready you just need to take it on the right place.

Points to consider

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed
Marble: with neutral product 

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Top: 
Bronze glass;
Body: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish, Sahara Noir marble ( inside );
Base: 
Brown Leather with Sahara Noir marble and polished brass with high 
gloss finish;

NEW



Los Angeles mirror

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 6 460€

This Los Angels mirror reflects a grand simplicity with a very discreet subtle form. With great care of shapes and materials this mirror allows you 
to create environments with glamor. You can choose in brass, stainelle steel, copper or lacquered. A mirror apparently simple but of great detail 

and refined.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  120 cm . Lenght:  11 cm . Height:  120 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  126,10 cm . Lenght: 17,10 cm . Height:  137,10 cm
Cubage : 0,296 m3

Weight :      37  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Mirror;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Mirror: with appropriate cleaning product

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Mirror is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of the 
box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
BODY: Polished brass with high gloss finish and clear mirror;

This Los Angeles mirror reflects a grand simplicity with a very discreet subtle form. 
With great care of shapes and materials this mirror allows you to create environments with glamor. You can choose in brass, stainless steel, copper or lacquered. A 

mirror apparently simple but of detail and refined.



Melted mirror ( small version )

Melted Collection | Retail Price . 6 700€

A mirror with the same concept of center table melted. This mirror was created to feel the visual impact to stand out to differentiate. Made of 
polished brass, this mirror is available in large and small versions. Developed with a surrealistic movement, molded into a unique shape with 

striking details, marking the difference.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  53 cm . Lenght:  8 cm . Height:  100 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  59,10 cm . Lenght: 14,10 cm . Height:  117,10 cm
Cubage: 0,098 m3

Weight :      70  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Mirror;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Mirror: with appropriate cleaning product

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Mirror is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of the 
box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
BODY: Polished brass with high gloss finish and clear mirror;



Melted mirror ( big version )

Melted Collection | Retail Price . 9 930€

A mirror with the same concept of center table melted. This mirror was created to feel the visual impact to stand out to differentiate. Made of 
polished brass, this mirror is available in large and small versions. Developed with a surrealistic movement, molded into a unique shape with 

striking details, marking the difference.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  90 cm . Lenght:  8 cm . Height:  170 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  96,10 cm . Lenght: 14,10 cm . Height: 187,10 cm
Cubage: 0,254 m3

Weight :    120  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Mirror;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Mirror: with appropriate cleaning product

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Mirror is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of the 
box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
BODY: Polished brass with high gloss finish and clear mirror;



Splash mirror

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 10 540€

Mirror my mirror, will there be more beautiful mirror than I? An absolutely unique mirror, a mirror that breathes movement that draws attention to 
us. This mirror made through a mold is made up of a brass structure worked in order to create these forms of expressiveness. The mirror itself 
is in the central part and the shape of the structure is as it was expanding in space. In the part between the mirror and the frame, we have an 

ambient LED light to highlight and project the shapes of the mirror. A unique piece with its bold shapes that demonstrate movement, and 
interact with everything and everyone, revealing an enormous elegance combining with all kinds of environments.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  150 cm . Lenght: 13 cm . Height:  130 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  156,10 cm . Lenght: 19,10 cm . Height:  147,10 cm
Cubage: 0,439 m3

Weight :     90  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Marble, Ilumination;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Mirror: with appropriate cleaning product

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Mirror is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of the 
box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
BODY: Polished brass with high gloss finish, clear mirror and led 
lighting;



Arc Mirror

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 10 200€

More than just a simple piece of art, the Arc mirror by Crete Luxury represents a living tribute to the beauty simplify forms. With brass material 
that has a perfect harmony in order to create a masterpiece, the glow that generates the organic shapes, create and challenges the notion of 

exquisiteness and breaks all the creative boundaries.
A simple yet unique luxury item that captures both the functionality of a mirror and the splendor of an art piece. 

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  148 cm . Lenght:  27 cm . Height:  173 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  154,1 cm . Lenght: 33,1 cm . Height:  190,1 cm
Cubage: 0,969 m3

Weight :      37  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Mirror;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Mirror: with appropriate cleaning product

Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Mirror is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of the 
box.

Points to consider

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

"1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed"

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Body: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish, Niquel plated brass with high 
gloss finish and mirror; 

NEW



Retro floor lamp

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 5 880€

This lamp floor expresses a refined and balanced character. With a solid structure in black marble or of its preference white marble, it projects 
throughout its body three brass structures carefully joined and positioned to each other, containing in its interior LED both in the lateral parts as 

in the top part and in the part of low. An exclusive lamp floor for exclusive environments.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  55 cm . Lenght:  35 cm . Height:  190 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  61,10 cm . Lenght: 41,10 cm . Height:  207,10 cm
Cubage: 0,520 m3

Weight :      75  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Marble, Ilumination;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Floor Lamp is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
BODY: Polished brass with high gloss finish and LED lighting;
BASE: Guatemala marble;



Turbine floor lamp

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 7 985€

Elegance reigns in this floor lamp. Inspired by an irregular sharp turbine, it contains several components that expand from its center containing 
specific lamps and carefully positioned to be able to project light through the salience of the part. An elegant floor lamp with a sophisticated and 

contemporary design.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  35 cm . Lenght:  35 cm . Height:  165 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  41,10 cm . Lenght: 41,10 cm . Height:  182,10 cm
Cubage: 0,308 m3

Weight :      70  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble, Ilumination;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Floor Lamp is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
BODY: Aged polished brass with high gloss finish and 24x G9 bolbs;
BASE: Aged polished brass with high gloss finish frame and Emperador 
marble;



Haussmann floor lamp

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 9 975€

Hausmann floor lamp is born as an homage to the urban Parisiense architecture, though the reinterpretation of one of its biggest icons.

 This piece of art is the perfect combination of the modern and the contemporary. We make a part of Paris history be reborn with the magic and 
exquisite details.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  47 cm . Lenght:  47 cm . Height:  157 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  53,10 cm . Lenght: 53,10 cm . Height:  174,10 cm
Cubage: 0,491 m3

Weight :    140  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Marble, Ilumination;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Floor Lamp is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Polished brass with high gloss finish and 1x bolb;
BASE: Polished brass with high gloss finish, Nero Marquina marble and 
LED lighting;



Melted wall lamp

Melted Collection | Retail Price . 3 530€

We want to create unique pieces and our Melted Wall Lamp demonstrates this indeed. Character in form, with bold and expressive lines. 
Through a solid form, we want to show the movement, we want to express the movement. It contains three lighted inside to create amazing 

light effects.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  19 cm . Lenght:  7 cm . Height:  39 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  25,10 cm . Lenght: 13,10 cm . Height: 56,10 cm
Cubage: 0,018 m3

Weight :      32  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Marble, Ilumination;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Wall Lamp is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
TOP: Emperador marble; 
BODY: Polished brass with high gloss finish and 3x G9 bolbs;



Husk wall lamp

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 2 970€

Inspired by natural forms of nature, a tree bark, this wall lamp combines the softness of the shapes, expressing a unique character. With a 
design and avant-garde character with attitude and visual strength without comparison.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  10 cm . Lenght:  7 cm . Height:  57 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  16,10 cm . Lenght: 13,10 cm . Height:  74,10 cm
Cubage: 0,016 m3

Weight :      30  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Marble, Ilumination;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Marble: with neutral product 

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Wall Lamp is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Marble: Once marble is a natural rock is possible to have 2 pieces maked at the same time with the same marble with a different appearence.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
BODY: Polished brass with high gloss finish, Nero Marquina Marble 
and 2x G9 Bolbs;



Soul wall lamp

Elements Collection | Retail Price . 7 595€

Soul wall lamp. This wall lamp represents what defines us. Our passion reflected in incomparable pieces, with soul, even being a piece of 
furniture only, it´s as if it were alive in movement and at a certain moment we freeze a certain moment. This wall lamp allows with its shape to 

create fascinating light reflections, allowing you to create inspiring and unique spaces.Soul wall lamp a piece with soul.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  30 cm . Lenght:  20 cm . Height:  200 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  24,10 cm . Lenght: 39,10 cm . Height:  60,10 cm
Cubage: 0,057 m3

Weight :      44  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Ilumination;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Wall Lamp is delivered in three pieces, however you just need to 
take them of the box and fix on the walkl and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
BODY: Polished brass with high gloss finish and 3x G9 bolbs;



Rustic marble Wall Lamp

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 5 440€

A graceful and unique piece fully made of the best high-end materials.
This wall lamp brings a contemporary twist to any environment, despite being inspired in the minimalist shapes. Composed of two lateral aged 

brass structures that adapt to the minimalist shape of the stone. 
With this Rustic wall lamp, you will be providing elegant and luxurious environments incomparable and impressive.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  29 cm . Lenght:  13,5 cm . Height:  143,5 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  149,6 cm . Lenght: 90 cm . Height:  30,6 cm
Cubage: 0,411 m3

Weight :      37  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Nero Marquina Marble;

Cleaning & Care

Marble: with neutral product 
Brass: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Wall Lamp is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation however in all parts the base, is applicated oxidant. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed"

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Body: 
Aged polished brass with high gloss finish, nero marquina marble and 
LED lighting;

NEW



Rustic Ebony Wall Lamp

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 5 720€

A graceful and unique piece fully made of the best high-end materials.This wall lamp brings a contemporary twist to any environment, despite 
being inspired in the minimalist shapes. Composed of two lateral aged brass structures that adapt to the minimalist shape of the ebony wood 

veneer. With this Rustic wall lamp, you will be providing elegant and luxurious environments incomparable and impressive.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  29 cm . Lenght:  13,5 cm . Height:  143,5 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  149,6 cm . Lenght: 90 cm . Height:  30,6 cm
Cubage: 0,411 m3

Weight :      22 KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Ebony wood veneer;

Cleaning & Care

Marble: with neutral product 
Wood: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations when used like a Center Table
Maximum weight of 20Kg – 40LBS

Installation and assembly

The Wall Lamp is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of 
the box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation however in all parts the base, is applicated oxidant. The STD brass is only for interior use.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Body:
Aged polished brass with high gloss finish, ebony wood veneer and 
LED lighting;

NEW



Abu Dhabi chair

Intercontinental Collection | Retail Price . 7 350€

Abu Dhabi chair shows by its forms the elegance and the supremacy of the balance of forms. A union of the contemporary concept as modern, 
presents a result of an incomparable and timeless chair, with unique characteristics. It has soft curves for a more modern and sculptural appeal 
but at the same time functional. Abu Dhabi reflects a distinctive design. Its noble design features notorious lines and a unique design through 

unusual shapes. Made by foundry this chair creates the feeling of being suspended, with the front legs leaning on the seat, but the back legs do 
not touch in the seat, thus allowing the notion of suspension. In turn, there is a structure that joins the two rear legs, making another connection 
to the seat in the middle part but under the seat. You can combine various finishes with numerous fabrics. The Crete team works to give you a 

unique experience of a piece with exclusive value and meaning.
Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  50 cm . Lenght:  50 cm . Height:  70 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  56,10 cm . Lenght: 56,10 cm . Height:  87,10 cm
Cubage: 0,274 m3

Weight :      27  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, Leather;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Leather: with dry cloth 

Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Chair is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of the 
box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Leather: Our STD hasn't technical treatments, so is needed to had very careful with liquids.

1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
STRUCTURE: Polished brass with high gloss finish and Brown leather;



Chloe bar chair

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 5 380€

Chloe reveals an enormous softness of elegant but firm and composed forms.
A lush bar chair that stands out for the details, with a brass centerline that centers the harmony in a subtle and very own way.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  55 cm . Lenght:  54 cm . Height:  107 cm 

Packaging measures
Widht:  61,10 cm . Lenght: 60,10 cm . Height:  124,10 cm
Cubage: 0,456 m3

Weight :      25  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Fabric, Leather;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Wood: with dry cloth 
Fabric: with adhesive roll cleaner 
Leather: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Chair is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of the 
box and use it.

Points to consider

Brass: Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.
Lacquer: Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

Fabric and Leather: Our STD fabric and leather haven't technical treatments, so is needed to have very careful with liquids.

1. Packaging all piece in foam and plastic film;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points;
3. Finaly the piece is placed in the Box and closed.

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
BACK SEAT INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR: Polished brass with high 
gloss finish, Brown Leather;
DOWN SEAT INTERIOR: Brown fabric;
DOWN SEAT EXTERIOR: Polished brass with high gloss finish, Brown 
Leather;
LEGS: Black lacquer with high gloss finish and polished brass with high 
gloss finish;



Chloe Dining chair

Minimal Collection | Retail Price . 4 920€

Chloe reveals an enormous softness of elegant but firm and composed forms.
A lush dining chair that stands out for the details, with a brass centerline that centers the harmony in a subtle and very own way.

Technical Specifications:
_______________

Measures
Widht:  55,2 cm . Lenght:  53,5 cm . Height:  83 cm 

Packaging measures ( 1 )
Widht:  61,3 cm . Lenght: 59,6 cm . Height:  100,1 cm
Cubage: 0,365 m3

Weight :      70  KG 
Packaging:     1 pack

Standard Materials

Brass, MDF, Fabric, Leather;

Cleaning & Care

Brass: with dry cloth  
Wood: with dry cloth 
Fabric: with adhesive roll cleaner 
Leather: with dry cloth Instructions for use

No limitations

Installation and assembly

The Chair is delivered in just one piece, you just need to take it of the 
box.

Points to consider

Lacquer:
Once the piece is lacquered by hand is possible to have 2 pieces maked at diferent time with a different appearence.

Brass: 
Is normal if in the brass appears oxidation once this is a natural metal. The STD brass is only for interior use.

"1. Once the piece was brass we envolve the piece in aluminized film 
with a silica bag;
2. Poplar Wood box lined with foam in strategic points
3. Finaly the piece in aluminized film is placed in the Box and closed"

PACKAGING INFORMATION 

Standard Discription
Seat Exterior: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish and Brown Leather;
Down seat and Back seat interior: 
Polished brass with high gloss finish and Black Leather;
Legs: 
Black lacquer with high gloss finish and polished brass with high gloss 
finish;

NEW


